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This study is a research on the significant contribution of the leading lighting designer 
Richard Kelly to the contemporary architecture and to the field of lighting design. Through 
the analysis of his work, it is proved that he introduced unique lighting techniques that 
dominate today’s lighting design and give a special point of view in the urban environment. 
He used the designed artificial light as a night tool in architecture, to describe and 
categorize specific lighting effects in order to apply them in his work. 
The methodology for the study of Richard Kelly’s projects is a purely architectural approach. 
The developed design tools and lighting techniques are analyzed in order to create a 
particular vocabulary for the description of the lighting results. Moreover, some examples of 
his installations in architectural projects, focus, identify and better reveal the concepts of 
qualitative and quantitative architectural lighting, which nowadays seem to be confused. 
Main objective is to look at Richard Kelly’s work and deal with his theory, as a primary 
material, where we will look at the modern process of lighting design, so that the result will 
be a study of quality lighting. Additionally, through this study, the influence of artificial light is 
recognized as a modern architectural tool, used to promote the architectural image. 

CV: 	
Nikolia Zacharaki is an architect engineer with graduation degree from National University of 
Athens – department of Architecture (2009) and a master degree in Lighting Design from 
Hellenic Open University (2017).  
Since graduating NTUA, she has worked in several architectural practices. She has 
participated in projects varying in scale and use. Her interest has focused on the field of 
urban and residential design. Also, she has been evolved in different stages from design 
concept and permit to construction of hotel units and private residences. Since March, she 
has been working in architectural design studio of Grecotel Group – Hotels & Resorts, for 
the renovation of luxury hotel complexes and parts of the Group’s hotels.  
She is interested about the concept of spatial experience in design, combined with 
architectural lighting. Her interest is focused on designed lighting, especially when it is 
attempted to be used, as a modern architectural tool. In lighting design procedure, the 
designed artificial lighting promotes the concept of building structure and its interior space 
and reveals the night architectural identity.   
She is a member of Technical Chamber of Greece since 2009. 

	


